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As an immigrant myself, I well-remember 
how difficult it was for my family when we 
first arrived in the U.S. We had no friends 
or family here, no English, and no one to 
point us in the right direction. 
 
For survivors of torture, their needs are 
even more complex and urgent when they 
arrive in the U.S. and they are often left 
without any way to find services to support 
them on their journey.
 
With that in mind, I wanted to create a way 
for survivors to safely and independently 
access the resources they need.

WHY THIS PROJECT?
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ROLE
This was a solo effort. I was responsible for all 
research, ideation, wire-framing, prototyping, and 
user testing. 

USERS
Clients: SOTs �Main) & other migrants 
Staff: WINGS staff

TIME FRAME
8 weeks
03.16.2023 - 05.04.2023
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THE SITUATION
An estimated 3 million refugees have arrived in 
the United States since 1975 and it is estimated that 
up to 44% of these refugees have been subjected 
to torture or other forms of violence.

The number of survivors of torture 
�SOTs) in the United States increased 
by 160% from 2017 to 2020.

According to the Center for Victims of Torture
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

This app aims to create a safe space for survivors of 
torture in New Mexico to access the resources they 
need while also building self-sufficiency

• Provide a safe and accessible platform to access 
information, resources, and support for survivors of 
torture

GOAL

WHAT IS IT?

How might we create a process by 
which survivors of torture are able 
to find and access available 
resources from community 
organizations, so that they can 
heal, build self-sufficiency, 
integrate into their communities, 
and thrive? 

• Connect SOTs with relevant organizations and 
support their journey towards healing and recovery
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STRATEGY

Research similar apps and 
organizations in the market to 
understand how they function 
and what gaps exist in the 
current market

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

01

Conduct in-depth interviews 
with newcomers, and SOTs in 
particular, to gain insights into 
their needs, pain points, and 
expectations from this app
 
Create user personas based 
on the insights gathered from 
user interviews and journeys

QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS & PERSONAS
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Develop interactive prototypes 
to test the usability and 
functionality of the app

LOW TO HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPE
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Conduct usability testing to 
ensure the app is easy to 
navigate, understand, and use

USER TESTING

04
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THE COMPETITION
The ABQ Coordinated Resources Guide and USA Hello provide information on some 
resources, with severe gaps. There aren't any real competitors when it comes to 
providing a directory of services/resources to survivors.

ANALYZING THE COMPETITION 

Review: 7 related resources 
Result: No direct competitors 
Closest competitors: 

USA
HELLO

CRG

01 Link
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https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?type=design&node-id=29%3A2358&t=mPRvBvwiTXPCdVQr-1


Lack of knowledge
Survivors often aren’t aware of what services and 
programs exist to support them.

Not meeting eligibility requirements
The majority of community programs and resources 
aren’t available to survivors who are asylum 
seekers, due to funding eligibility guidelines.

Language barrier
Many survivors do not speak English when they 
arrive in the U.S. and as a result face barriers to 
healthcare, education, employment, community, 
access to services, and every other aspect of life.

INTERVIEW
FINDINGS

Vulnerability and difficulty trusting
Survivors have experienced complex human-
caused traumas and therefore often struggle to 
build/maintain interpersonal relationships.

•

•

Qualitative Interviews
Participants: 3 WINGS staff members, 5 
WINGS clients �SOTs)
Criteria: Research Permissions, Screeners, 
Consent forms, & Informational Interviews �45 
to 90 minutes)

02
Link
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https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?type=design&node-id=23%3A162&t=mPRvBvwiTXPCdVQr-1


From Cuba and wants to learn 
more about WINGS and its services 
to meet his urgent and complex 
needs

WINGS staff with a high caseload, 
needing to streamline her 
processes and use her time wisely

Venezuelan, recently granted 
asylum, and desperately seeking 
immigration legal services for 
family reunification

YOSVANI LUIS ALBERTO MARIANNA

PERSONAS

SOT ASYLEE CASE MANAGER

Link
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https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?type=design&node-id=25%3A305&t=mPRvBvwiTXPCdVQr-1


PERSONAS
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PERSONAS
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Connect with and learn more about WINGS and its services

YOSVANI'S JOURNEY

Find and qualify for immigration legal services for 
family reunification

LUIS ALBERTO'S JOURNEY

USER JOURNEY Link

https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?type=design&node-id=25%3A305&t=mPRvBvwiTXPCdVQr-1


 

USER FLOWS

Onboarding
Test the basic onboarding 

process for user-friendliness

Without a code
Test user abilities to learn 

about and connect with WINGS

With a code
Test how the use of access 

codes enhances a user's 
experience and their discovery 

of pre-qualified resources



INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE



Initial sketches show the possibilities of the app's 
interface, functionality, and design

SKETCHES

The wireframe begins to develop the functions and 
flows of the app's minimalistic layout

WIREFRAME

INITIAL DESIGN
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LOW-MID
PROTOTYPE

Participants: 1 WINGS staff member, 4 
WINGS clients �SOTs)
Criteria: screeners, consent forms, mid-
fidelity prototype, user testing, guided 
scenarios �15�35 minutes) 

USABILITY TESTING 04

Link

Link
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https://www.figma.com/proto/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?page-id=29%3A2360&type=design&node-id=285-6897&viewport=741%2C-80%2C0.07&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=285%3A6897
https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?type=design&node-id=697%3A12569&t=mPRvBvwiTXPCdVQr-1


Users' mental models were not well-
represented by the options in the 
bottom navigation panel

FINDING #1

Users' current location was not clear 
as they explored resources in the app

FINDING #2
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The large "Learn More" button 
interrupted the flow of user 
experiences

FINDING #3

The meaning of the post-verification icons was not clear to 
users after entering their access codes

FINDING #4
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VISUAL DESIGN
FONT FAMILY

COLOR PALETTE

LOGO

#1B242B #3D5A80 #7196A6 #98C1D9 #9FBC8E
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This completed prototype is the culmination of 
eight weeks of development and research

ENLACE IN ACTION
MID-HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 03

LINK
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https://www.figma.com/proto/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?page-id=653%3A6774&type=design&node-id=724-28027&viewport=-459%2C-38%2C0.15&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=724%3A28027&show-proto-sidebar=1


Our best plans often go off-track and this project has 
taught me the importance of continuing and 
progressing though difficult situations. 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING
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The experience of working with SOTs and other 
migrant newcomers was humbling and eye-opening, as 
I learned about their experiences, needs, and goals. 
 
I deeply appreciated the opportunity to be able to 
provide a tool that will encourage and support them in 
their journeys.

WORKING WITH THIS POPULATION
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REFLECTIONS



NEXT STEPS
ENLACE

•
•
•

Continue to develop and test the app
Add more organization and services
Integrate more language groups

Once all testing is completed and the 
app is refined, I would like to partner 
with WINGS and launch the app for 
public use
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MUCHAS
GRACIAS For more information or to learn more about this project, contact 

me at jgechem@mica.edu

FIN
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APPENDIX
1. Figma file - I have created a centralized Figma file were I have compiled all additional documents

https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3�1Kjd8R/MUXD�5300.01���Capstone---�Work-Station?node-
id=62%3A882&t=gW5yN6BNriDh0uwO�1
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https://www.figma.com/file/16MJDgdRaut4oU3x1Kjd8R/MUXD-5300.01---Capstone----Work-Station?node-id=62%3A882&t=gW5yN6BNriDh0uwO-1

